It’s Conference Season!

C

onference season brings
together RDs, ADs, and
other trusted servants and members
in our NA communities—and it also
seems to be a natural opportunity for
training and mentoring, according to
these survey respondents:

to figure out what members of my
region expect of me.” And another
said she finds success in her regional
service “by spiritually adopting our
vision for NA service and doing what I
am able to do to see it to fruition.”
Along
with
challenges
and
successes, many of us seem to grow
in our own abilities, too:



I’m personally working with the
regional committee members on
a “concept-a-month” challenge.





I am growing in acceptance and
open-mindedness, and I am also
learning to present information.

Leadership development is the
seed to keep our Fellowship
healthy.





I’m carrying the message to our
RCMs through learning days, and
assisting RCMs with training.

I have experienced a great deal
of success with my local NA community allowing me to be a
teacher and leader. I have gained
a great deal of confidence along
the way and I have made some
great friends. I have people that I
am able to learn from.



I become a fearless orator
through service workshops.

This is also a time when we experience some of our greatest challenges
and successes as delegates. One RD
said her greatest challenge is “trying

Many, like this AD, are “trying to keep
in balance all areas of my life like family, work, and personal recovery,
while spending most of my time being of service in this position.”
We know and understand the time
this service demands of us, especially
time spent away from families and
friends (and our jobs). Our families
and those who support us are grateful to have us back; out of their gratitude, they generously lend us to NA
service. And it is gratitude that makes
us want to serve together for NA. We
share a common
vision founded on
honesty, trust, and
goodwill; guided by
a Higher Power—
and this common
sense of purpose is
one of the ties that
binds us together.
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In the unity that grows in trust,
we are ready to work together
for our common good.

I wish I had known...

It Works: How and Why, Tradition One

Q

What do you wish you knew
about the WSC before you went
to your first, and what are your suggestions to those attending their first WSC?

A

When at the Conference, be
prepared to focus only on the
Conference and NA related items. If at
all possible, do not plan to do any outside work, because it will be a distraction that will make your time that much
more stressful.
Get in the practice of writing down
what your point or objection is prior to
speaking to it. This will allow you to
communicate in a more effective manner, within the 3 minutes allowed. This
will provide much needed confidence
representing your region as their delegate during the WSC.
Just as my RD did with me, I will help
my alternate learn about everything I
experience, including that the Conference is not a pleasure trip. It requires a
lot of sacrifice, clear thinking, and—of
course—a lot of humor.
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